
Minutes of Burst Group Telecon (2003/10/01)

Attendance

Ashley, Cadonati, Chatterji, Di Credico, Drever, Finn, Ganezer, Heng, Johnson, Kat-
savounidis, McNabb, Raab, Rawlins, Saulson, Schofield, Sigg, Stuver, Summerscales, Sutton,
Sylvestre, Thorne, Whitcomb, Zweizig

Announcements

• Saulson announced that the the LSC executive committee had approved the S1 bursts
paper for release, subject to not presenting the SLOPE results as final S1 results (due
to problems with the variable event rate) and some other smaller modifications. More
details were distributed via email before the telecon.

• Whitcomb reminded that the next burst face-to-face meeting was coming up at MIT
next week, with agenda to be distributed.

• Whitcomb announced that an LSC wide telecon on signal injections in S2 (results) and
S3 (plans) will be held Oct. 6.

• Siong Heng announced that with the departure of Mohanty to Brownsville, Heng has
been designated as the GEO contact for the Burst Group.

Update on the BlockNormal Analysis

The PSU group reported on the status of the BlockNormal analysis, with slides available at
https://gravity.psu.edu/~s2/. Finn announced that regular updates on the BlockNor-
mal search will be available there.

Data Conditioning (Summerscales)

Data conditioning includes downsampling, Kalman filtering, basebanding (analysis done
over 9 different frequency bands), regression of power and calibration lines, and whitening.
Summerscales showed examples with S2 data, as well as effect of data conditioning on various
sine-Gaussian signals.

Simulations (Stuver)

Stuver reported on the development of a ”simulation engine” for bursts analyses. This will
provide the ability to generate signals for various GW sources, including such effects as
population models, polarization of source, internal orientation, sky position. Users will be
able to fix certain variables or allow them to be selected randomly. The driver function
can read simulated signal parameters from a file (including random drawing); population
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information is to be incorporated into this file. In addition to generating the ASQ signals,
details of the simulations are written to log files. A large fraction of the code has been
written.

Whitcomb announced that Sylvestre has volunteered to test his simulations code against
Stuver’s to validate both sets of code.

BlockNormal Threshold Tuning (McNabb)

McNabb outlined the tuning procedure that will be used. Tuning will be done on a single-
IFO basis using injected sine-Gaussians (their measured efficiency vs amplitude) and false
rate versus amplitude. They aim for at most one background event in S2.

Null Hypothesis Test (Thorne)

Thorne outlined the statistical method to be used to answer the question “Is the zero-lag
distribution consistent with that expected from the background?” They hope to determine
an amplitude above which GW sources are excluded if their rate is greater than 1 per S2 run.
They will use a Mann-Whitney (related to Kruskal-Wallace) test. This is still in development,
as they need trigger lists and the coincidence engine to get the zero-lag and background event
distributions. Thorne is using Monte Carlo tests to determine the usefulness of this test for
likely background distributions, and how best to tune it.

Discussion

Whitcomb asked about the schedule. Finn replied that they will take the next week to
experiment with the pipeline, and begin tuning in earnest early next week. They hope to
have tuning complete in the next 1.5-2 weeks. Production running will follow. Their goal
is to have a result for at least one question (rate vs. strength tuning and upper limit or to
answer the null hypothesis test) before the LSC meeting.

Finn pointed out that one additional goal of the BlockNormal analysis is to analyse
separately each stationary segment of the data, and to combine the resulting likelihood
function for each set of stationary epochs into global likelihood describing the entire run.
They will compare the result to a straightforward single-epoch analysis.

Finn also stated that they intend to use a coherent test (perhaps the r statistic) after
coincidence to further reduce the background and to better determine the event time and
direction.

Report on Face-to-Face Meeting

Katsavounidis reported on the face-to-face meeting at MIT the previous week. Presen-
tations are available at http://emvogil-3.mit.edu/~kats/protected/20030926. Other
items discussed at the meeting include
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• Proposal to write a set of frame files covering the playground and containing a set of
injected signals. This could be analysed by all groups to provide a common basis for
comparing ETGs, and would be especially useful to those who are not able to use the
BurstDSO and who don’t have simulations engines in place.

• The timelines for the “flagship” analysis includes tuning on the playground after pre-
liminary analysis over the full data set. This was done because it is thought unlikely
that we could report results on the full data set at the LSC meeting if we wait until
finishing the tuning before we analyse the full data set. ¡p¿ Sutton was worried about
the potential for bias in retuning after examining the full data set. Finn suggested
that it would be fine provided we set out in advance the rules by which we can re-
tune, so as to avoid unintentionally introducing a bias. Raab stated that going back
to modify the analysis is not only permissible but is recommended if we have a good
physics reason for doing so. Finn suggested we try to set out concrete principles for
retuning. ¡p¿ Finn proposed a problematic scenario based on the S1 inspiral search:
suppose their elimination of the loudest events as due to the saturation of a photodiode
was physically plausible but not so iron-clad as it was in S1. Would it be correct for
us to veto events using vetoes discovered from these end products? The best general
agreement was that good physical reasons would be required for any such adjustments
in the pipeline.

AOB

• Raab asked if we were considering using the upcoming E10 run as an opportunity to
prepare for S3. Saulson, Zweizig, and others considered it a good idea. Whitcomb and
Katsavounidis proposed soliciting comments and discussing the idea next week.

MEETING ADJOURNED
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